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          Abstract 

 

 
The always growing demands on the electronics design of modern electron microscopes cause increased 
requirements to the measurement tasks in the electronics development of these systems. In this thesis, we 
report the findings of designing noise measurements setup in Carl-Zeiss, Oberkochen. The aim of this 
thesis was to explore the design setup for noise measurement and to provide an interface which help us 
analyze these measurements using C# and agilent multimeter. This was achieved by the construction and 
evaluation of a prototype for a noise measurment application. For this purpose Design Science Research 
(DSR) was conducted, situated in the domain of noise measurement research. The results consist of a set 
of design principles expressing key aspects needed to address when designing noise measurement 
functionality. The artifacts derived from the development and evaluation process each one constitutes an 
example of how to design for noise measurement functionality of this kind 
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1) Introduction: 
 
H. James Harrington once said, Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually to improvement. If 

you can’t measure something, you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you can’t control it. If you can’t 

control it, you can’t improve it (Terence A. Shimp,2010).[1] Measurement plays an important role to test theories that 

are led by experiments. An experiment is a process that can lead to result and conclusion about the system. 

Measurement also provide capability to analyze the data for testing theories and perfoming controlled experiments. 

 

The always growing demands on the electronics design of modern electron microscopes cause increased requirements 

to the measurement tasks in the electronics development of these systems. The goal of this thesis is come up with the 

working design for noise measurements and interface that connects the instruments to the GUI application. The 

analysis and conceptual design will yeild a GUI - application (C + + / C #) for Microsoft Windows 7 platforms shall 

be developed that allows control and data acquisition with the following measuring instruments, Agilent 3458A 

precision DMM  

Modern electron microscopes have many high stability requirements, stable electron beam (via electron gun) 

generation and electromagnetic lenses voltage stability and are among the two which requires special consideration. 

The electron gun refers to the top region of the SEM that generates a beam of electrons. Two important parameters for 

any electron gun are the amount of current produced and the stability. The beam is most stable at the saturation point, 

the point for the optimal setting for the filament, at which maximum electron emission is achieved.[2] 

 

In order to create good quality images, a constant beam current and energy is required.  The electron micrograph is 

produced over a period of time, usually at a slow scan rate to achieve high quality in photographs. The electron 

micrograph contains information about the intensity values for the specimen. Poor quality image will be produced if 

there are changes put in the filament emission during the scan as brightness will vary across the image. It is therefore 

very important to acheive saturation. [2] 

 

There are two lens sets used in most SEM’s. The condenser lens is at the top and the objective lens which is at the 

bottom. Each lens is designed to perform a different job. The condenser lens converges the cone of the electron beam 

to a spot below it. The objective lens also has some influence over the diameter of the spot size of the electron beam 

on the specimen surface. But the main role is in focusing the beam on to the sample. A focused beam produces a 

smaller spot on the surface than an under or over-focused beam. Voltage stability of these lenses is very important to 

focus the electron beam on the sample, an unstable voltage sources would result in defocused images 

This thesis covers the need for the measurement of current sources and to make sure that acceptable stability is 

achieved with noise ranges that do not hinder the stable generation of electron beam or current source for the two 

lenses. Among the task list above one major task is understanding of the instrument working, the DC current and DC 

Voltage measuring with high level of accuracy and digitizing modes.  
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1.1) Problem Relevance: 
Secondary electron microscopes have high stability requirements and there is a need for stable current/voltage setting 

to be able to view an image which is not subjected to noise. Joel guide [3] to SEM mentions that different type of 

Image disturbances can be classified by the following expressions: 

1) Images that are lacking sharpness and contrast 

2) Images those are unstable 

3) Images with poor quality in general  

4) Images with noise 

5) Images showing rough edges 

6) Images that have unusual contrast 

7) Images those are distorted or deformed. 

 

 

There is a growing demand for design of modern electron microscopes which increases the requirement for 

measurement task in the development of these systems. Measurement task for noise is an important step in the design 

of an electron microscope. As SEM’s are very sensitive to noise and there are numerous factors which can hinder the 

quality of images, which are explained later in detail. There is need to measure these sources accurately so that can 

help us design an effective electron microscope design. For the current thesis we are interested in the noise readings 

for the primary source voltage, the electron gun, the two lenses namely being the objective and condenser lens.  

 

The importance of primary voltage source, electron gun current stability and the amount of current that is provided to 

the two lenses is discussed in the later chapters. For desired image results it is very vital to understand the working of 

SEM in general and get a basic insight in to the different part of it. 

 

For the effectiveness of electron microscope, it needs to undergo some tests as to check the stability factors. 

Measuring for these factors manually via DMM is a tedious and time consuming process as there are some test that 

need to carried out for longer period of time repeatedly, usually the measurements that are slow can take 2-3 hours or 

more than a day in some cases. This suggests the imminent need for a software system for the measurements which 

helps the end user to easily carry out these tests without being there all the time. Agilent DMM 3458A which is 

primarily used this thesis for the measurement process has a library interface that makes it easy to communicate with 

the software system. The software system will aid in adjusting different states of the DMM and saving/reloading of 

states in form of XML file for later use. The software system will also produce result in CSV format which will be 

later analyzed via Matlab for possible noise occurrence. 

 

One important step of this thesis will be to understand the sources of noise and using the principle techniques of signal 

processing in order to reduce the noise for high precision measurement. One such technique that is used is signal 

averaging. Signal averaging is a signal processing technique applied in the time domain, intended to increase the 

strength of a signal relative to noise that is obscuring it.―By averaging a set of replicate measurements, the signal-to-

noise ratio, S/N, will be increased, ideally in proportion to the square root of the number of measurements‖ 

(wikipedia).[4] This would be utilized in the current thesis by using multiple multimeters for measuring on the same 

time stamps. We gather synchronous measurement data via the software part of noise measurement system and 

anayalze the benifit and effect of reading synchronous data in our design 

 

 

1.2) Aim: 
The aim of this thesis was to propose a design/technique and to develop system functionality in gathering noise 

measurements. To fulfill this aim, we designed and introduced IT artifacts using design science research as proposed 

by Hevner, et al., 2004. [5] 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_processing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_domain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_%28electronics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noise
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replication_%28statistics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal-to-noise_ratio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal-to-noise_ratio
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1.3) Research Questions: 
Stability of electron microscope towards noise is vital incase of precise measurements. Although noise in the 

instrument can come from different sources, our focus for the current thesis lies in the domain of  measuring the noise 

for electron gun, the two lenses and power supply and the input noise of the multimeter. 

 

The first aim of this thesis is to answer the research questions:  

 

 RQ1: How can we design a setup for noise measurement and what technique can be used to reduce noise that can be 

utilized with the current setup? 

The second research question supports the purpose to find out the possibility of noise reduction, using the technique to 

reduce noise as described above.  

 RQ2: Using the measurement data, what will be the effect on RMS (Root mean square) using the noise reduction 

technique? 

 
Wikipedia defines information system (IS) as ―The study that bridges business and computer science using the 

theoretical foundations of information and computation to study various business models and related algorithmic 

processes within a computer science discipline‖. Information System aims to support operations, management and 

decision making. The term (IS) is used to refer the way an organization uses Information and communication 

technology (ICT) in which people interact with the technology in support of business processes needs. 

 

In the current thesis I have tried to identify the user needs in terms of noise measurement system and a design system 

that enable us to do noise measurements. I have utilized concepts ranging over principles of electron microscopy, 

noise measurements and signal averaging to come up with artifact that bridges user needs/ real world problem with 

computer science. By using the techniques I have designed and developed a system that help us the real world 

problem of noise measurement and support the user needs in that regard. 

 

 

 

1.4) Delimitations: 
 

This study has several delimitations. It is delimited to the instrument in use. In the current application  we did the 

design setup and noise meausrement gathering via Agilent 3458A precision DMM. For the Application to work and 

take readings, it has to be made certain that the instrument setup is working correctly. There is one other Limitation of  

data rate of the noise measurements that can be read accurately. The current application does not allow a date rate 

more than 1000 readings/s from a single instrument, going accross this limit hinders the synchronous results. Also the 

noise sources that are to be considered are from the primary voltage source, electron gun , the two lenses and the input 

of multimeter. Any other noise source measurement are out of the scope of this thesis. 
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2) Research Methodology: 
 

The understanding of problem and knowledge about the domain are two factors that are very important for any 

research. Theoretic understanding about the underlying facts helps in weighing information for creating and testing 

artifacts is vital in achieving the research goals.  

 
As mentioned by Alan R.Hevner in his article MIS Quarterly (Design Science in Information Systems Research) [5], 

two paradigms characterize much of the research in the Information Systems discipline: behavioral science and design 

science. The former paradigm seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or forecast human or organizational 

behavior. The later paradigm searches for extension of the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities by 

creating new and innovative artifacts. Design science thus emphasizes on the creation of an artifact rather than just 

describing the theory. Hevner suggests a research framework for IS in order to achieve a good understanding of 

information systems research and by developing a set of guidelines for conducting and evaluating good design-science 

research. 

 
 

                                   
                                Figure 2.1: Hevner et al (2004), Design science in IS research, MIS Quarterly, vol. 28, no. 1, pp 75-105.   
 
 
In Figure 2.1 Hevner presents a conceptual framework to position and compare the paradigm of behavioral science 

and design science. Hevner explains that IS research is composed organizational business needs which is positioned 

relative to existing technology infrastructure and development capabilities and in order to achieve research relevance 

for business needs, research activities need to be conducted. Hevner explains that two paradigm of IS research (Design 

Science and Behavioral Science)  help in research through development of justification of theories that explain the 

phenomena related to the identified business need and creating/evaluating artifacts designed to meet those business 

needs. In short purpose of behavioral science is to seek truth and the purpose of design science is to provide utility. 

 

The knowledge base provides foundational theories, frameworks, models, methods that may aid design researcher in 

reaching the research goals. The contributions of behavioral science and design science in IS research are assessed as 

they are applied to the business need in an appropriate environment and as they add to the content of the knowledge 

base for further research and practice. 

 

This thesis focus on the design science research. The goal of this thesis is to identify the business needs and offer 

utility in form of an artificat. In the inital chapters we discuss the background and problem relevance, which moslty 

elaborates the business needs from end user point of view. The major step of this thesis is to design a noise 

measurement system and provide a software artifact which enable end user to carry out the measurement task. For the 

sake of research purpose and organizational needs system design is developed using DMM3458A , Agilent 33220A 

and C# programming language. In the later portion of the thesis, the design has been justified and evaluated using 

Hevner’s design evaluation methods. As proposed by Hevner there are five approaches for evaluation in design 

science. 
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Evaluation type Evaluation method Appropriation     
   

Observational Case study. 

In detailed infomation about the problem 

is presented in the first few chapters 

       

       

        
   

 Field study. 

No field study is appropriated since the aim is 

to design/develop noise measurement system 

and analysis of data acquisition capabilities 
with measurement instrument 
 

   

   

   
       

Analytical Static Analysis See chapter 3.     

        

        
       

 Architectural analysis. See chapter 3.     
   

 Optimization. Did not perform yet. 

   

   

   
    

   

      
       

 

 
Dynamic analysis. Did not perform yet.     

   

Experimental Controlled experiment. 

There are number of experiments for which 
the system has been tested and further 
developed 

  

   

 
    

   

 Simulation. 

There design is simulated on different 
stages in the development of noise 
measurement system 
 
 

  

    

Testing 

 
Functional testing or black 
box testing. 

The expected behavior of the system has been 

tested through the development and execution 

of example applications, which is comparable 

to black box testing 
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Structural testing or white box 

testing. 

The code has been put under contious testing 

and re-factoring in number of design 

iterations 
 

 

 

 
   

     

     
     

Descriptive Informed arguments.  See chapter 4. 

     

   

     

    
     

 Scenario.   See chapter 5. 
     

 
       Table 2.1 Five approaches for evaluation in design science (Hevner et al (2004)) 
 
 
This thesis aims to conduct several evaluation methods (See Table 2.1) as propsed by Hevner design research. In the 

static analysis the aim is to explain the general theory of noise measurement system design, and highlight the 

important concepts about different terms related to system design and development. The architectural analysis gives 

the insight of design principles and techniques to develop noise measurement system. Using the evaluation method, 

descriptive evaluation has been divided into two sections, namely Informed arguments and Scenario. In case of 

informed arguments, the background knowledge, relevent theories, system design and hardware in use has been 

discussed in detail. It shows the use of  background knowledge and relevent material for the design and development 

of noise measurement system. In the scenario section, a complete example of setting up and using noise measurement 

system has been shown. 
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Hevner Design-Science Research also mentions some guidelines in order to conduct the research which 
have been utilized and shown in the following table: 

 

Guideline Description    Appropriation   
   

Design as an 

Artifact 

Design science must produce a 

viable artifact 

This thesis research led to the design and 

development of noise 

Measurement system 

         

      

        

      
   

Problem Relevance 

Highlight the importance of the 

problem to the working world and 

show that it adds value 

In the introduction and problem relevance 

section. The importance of noise measurement 

system is highlighted  

   

     

       
     

Design Evaluation 

The artifact should be evaluated using 

well defined evaluation methods 

Evaluate the system using several 

evaluation method proposed by 

hevner.   

        

      
     

Research 
Contribution 

The artifact should provide a 
contribution to the design process See Chapter 6.   

        
        

Research Rigor     See Chapter 6.   
        

Design as a Search 
process     See Chapter 6.   

        

Communication of 
Research     See Chapter 6.   

          

 
         Table 2.2 Hevner Design-Science Research also mentions some guidelines 

 

 

2.1) Outline: 
We begin by describing the working of electron microscope and the importance of current/voltage stability in reducing 

noise. We continue by describing the major sources of noise that can occur and the type of noise we would mostly be 

dealing in the current case, the approaches taken to deal with these noise sources.  

 

The structure of the thesis is as follows: Section-1 consists of several subsections which firstly introduces the topic of 

noise measuremnets and give background details. Problem, aim, research questions, and delimitations conclude the 

first chapter. Section-2 introduces research methodology, framework and design process that is  followed to carry out 

the research. Section-3 Covers the litrature review/knowledge base of the thesis, In this section principle of SEM 

operation is disccused with some other important concepts used in this thesis. It is recommened for the reader who is 

unaware of the working/principle of electron microscope and fundamentals of electronics. Section 4 covers the 

different sources of noise and it’s impact in detail . In Section 5 the design of noise measurement system is proposed. 

Section 6 covers the evaluation as proposed by hevner. Later section covers the conclusion, future work, references 

and appendix. 
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3) Literature Review: 
 
In this section the focus is to gather working principles, theories, manual and research that are related to the problem 

domain. The problem at hand is complex for a person with IS background as most of the concepts that are used are 

taken from different fields of electronics and electron microscopy. Therefore I have tried to explain the main concepts 

that I will be discussing later on. For a reader who is acquainted to the concepts about secondary electron microscopy 

and electronics may not need to go through this section. However later part of this section also cover the source of 

noise and stability requirements, which I recommend reading for clear understanding of the problem. 

 

3.1) Principles of SEM operation 
Wikipedia defines electron microscope as : A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope 

that produces images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of electrons. 

 

A scanning electron microscope is a machine comprised of an electron generating component called the gun, a column 

through which the electron beam travels, a series of lenses to shape the electron beam, the sample chamber at the base, 

and a series of pumps to keep the system under vacuum. Below are some topics that help explore inside the machine 

and how the electron beam interacts with the sample. 

 
• Layout 

• The electron gun 

• Electromagnetic lenses and beam size  

• Acceleration voltage vs. specimen type 

 

3.1.1) LAYOUT: 

The basic layout of SEM consist of column that uses a beam of high energy electrons generated by an electron gun. 

These electrons are handled by magnetic lenses, focused at the specimen surface and systematically scanned (rastered) 

across the surface of a specimen. Unlike the light in a light microscope (LM), the electrons in a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) never form a real image of the sample. The SEM image is an electronic image and is in the form of 

a serial data stream. It is a result of the beam probe illuminating the sample one point at a time in a rectangular 

scanning pattern (raster), with the strength of the signal generated from each point being a reflection of differences 

(e.g. topographical or compositional) in the sample. 

 

 
    Figure 3.1.1 SEM Layout and Function 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_microscope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
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The formation of an image requires a scanning system to construct the image using the serial data stream. The 

scanning system uses two pairs of electromagnetic deflection coils (scan coils) that scan the beam along a line then 

displace the line position to the next scan so that a rectangular raster is generated both on the specimen and on the 

viewing screen. The purpose of first pair of scan coild is to bend the beam off the optical axis of the microscope, while 

the second pair serves the purpose of bending the beam back onto the axis at the pivot point of the scan. It is very 

important to measure the signal intensity from the interaction of  electron beam and specimen to produce contrast in 

images. Signals that are generated from the specimen are collected by an electron detector, passed through scintillator 

and photomultiplier and converted in to electric signals, which is used to modulate the image on the viewing screen. 

 

 

3.1.2) THE ELECTRON GUN: 

The electron gun refers to the top region of the SEM that generates a beam of electrons. The typical gun uses a heated 

tungsten wire to produce electrons. Modern SEM systems has requirement that the electron gun produces a stable 

electron beam with high current, small spot size, adjustable energy, and small energy dispersion. Several types of 

electron guns are used in a SEM system and the qualities of electrons beam they produced vary considerably. In 

modern SEM electron gun generally uses the  field emission sources, which provide enhanced current and lower 

energy dispersion. Emitter lifetime is another important consideration for selection of electron sources. 

 

The most widely used electron gun is composed of three parts: V-shaped hairpin tungsten filament (the cathode), 

Wehnelt cylinder and an anode, as shown in Figure. The tungsten filament is about 100 μm in diameter.  In order to 

make sure electrons can escape from the filament surface, the filament tip is heated for a temperature of 2800 K by 

applying current. High power supply applied to the tungsten and Wehnelt cylinder is responsible for a negative 

potential, which varies in the range of 0.1-30kV. 

 

 

As the anode is grounded, the electric field between the filament and the anode plate extracts and accelerates the 

electrons toward the anode. In thermionic emission, the electrons have widely spread trajectories from the filament tip. 

A slightly negative potential between the Wehnelt cylinder and the filament, referred to as ―bias‖ provides steeply 

curved equipotential near the aperture of the Wehnelt cylinder, which produces basic focusing of electron beam. The 

focusing effect of Wehnelt cylinder on the electron beam is depicted in Figure. 
 

 

 

                                                     
 

                                            
      

   Figure 3.1.2. Electron Gun. 

javascript:;
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Below the cap sits an anode, which, being positive, attracts the electrons away from the filament. If the filament is 

broken, the beam current will not increase on the SEM because no electrons can be produced. 

           
     

    Figure 3.1.2(b). Beam produced by electron gun 

The electron gun is used to provide a large, stable current in a small electron beam. 

The electron gun produces a source of electrons and accelerates these electrons in an energy range typically 1-40kV. 

In case of a thermal emission, the tungsten filament is heated by a filament current. This results in the emitting of 

thermal electrons. The emitted electrons are those that have to overcome the work function energy of the material. 

The hole in the anode allows a fraction of the electrons to continue down the column through the lenses to produce a 

smaller, more cohesive beam. Electrons that strike the anode are returned to the high voltage power supply via ground. 

The portion of the beam that leaves the anode through the hole is termed the beam current. 

Two important key factors for any electron gun are the amount of current produced and the stability of current. In 

electron microscopy, the saturation point is the optimal point for the filament, at which maximum electron emission 

can be achieved; at the saturation point the beam is most stable. 

The electron micrograph is a scanned image of discrete values taken from the specimen. A constant beam current is 

required to create a good quality image because all image information is recorded as a function of time. Since the 

micrograph is acquired over a period of time, usually at the slow scan rate to ensure photographs of high quality, any 

changes in the emission of electrons from the filament will affect the image intensity at that point in the scan. This will 

result in a low quality image because the brightness will differ across the image. A constant beam current is vital for 

saturating the filament properly. 

 

3.1.3) ELECTROMAGNATIC LENSES AND BEAM SIZE 

A series of electromagnetic lenses, usually two (condenser and objective) are used to reduce the diameter of the beam 

of electrons and to place a small, focused beam of electrons onto the specimen under study. 

An electromagnetic lens is a tightly bound coil of wire through which current can flow. Because the current flow 

produces a magnetic field, the field pushes inwards into the hole towards the center. This behaves to shape the beam 

of electrons travelling in their natural spiral path down the central hole and onto the specimen. 
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      Figure 3.1.3. Electromagnetic Lens 

The functionality of a lens is to change the path of the rays in a required direction. Glass or transparent plastic may 

bend light and are used in optical lenses. However, glass or plastic lens cannot be used in electron microscope as they 

will stop electrons. Electrons are charged particles and they can be bent in a magnetic field. These lenses are made 

with ferromagnetic materials and windings of copper wire. They are called electromagnetic lenses because they 

produce a focal length which can be changed by varying the current through the coil. The magnetic field defines 

electron paths in the same fashion that solid glass lenses bend light rays. In the influence of magnetic field, electrons 

assume a helical path, spiraling down the column. This helical path can easily be demonstrated at low magnification 

by changing the focus up and down to cause image rotation. 

There are two lens sets namely, the condenser lens, which is at the top and the objective lens at the bottom. Each 

performs a specified job. The condenser lens convergences the electron beam to a spot below it, before the electron 

beam scatters out again, it is converged back again by the objective lens then down onto the sample. This initial 

convergence can be close to the lens, or further away. Its dependency is on the spot size control, Spot size is the size 

of the beam cross section at the surface of the sample. If the lens is closer to the lens, at the point of convergence the 

spot diameter is very small and if it’s further away from the lens then the spot diameter would be large at point of 

convergence. The diameter of this initial convergence affects the final diameter of the spot the beam makes on the 

sample. 

 
 

      Figure 3.1.3(b). Diameter of spot size 

  
The objective lens also has some influence over the diameter of the spot size of the electron beam on the specimen 

surface. But its main role is in focusing the beam onto the sample. a focused beam produces a smaller spot on the 

surface than an under or over-focused beam.  
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     Figure 3.1.3(c).  Spot size and focus 

 

3.1.4) ACCELERATION VOLTAGE VS. SPECIMEN TYPE 

In theory, an increase in accelerating voltage, the voltage applied to the electron microscope that accelerates the 

electron beam down the column will result in a higher signal and will consist of low noise in the final image. With a 

higher accelerating voltage the electron beam penetration is greater and the interaction volume is larger. Therefore, 

the spatial resolution of micrographs created from those signals will be reduced.      

 

              

    Figure 3.1.4. Accelerating voltage vs. specimen type 

Accelerating voltage (kV or keV) is the voltage difference between the filament and the anode which accelerates the 

electron beam towards the anode. The accelerating voltage (kV or High Tension) of a typical SEM ranges from 0 to 

30kV. In principle, the greater the kV, the greater the capability of penetration by the beam into the sample.  
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    Figure 3.1.4(A).Acceleration Voltage and Effect on Resolution 

  

3.2) Saturating the filament 
An important factor in using a electron gun is understanding saturation of the filament for stable electron beam 

emission. Saturation is achieved by letting more current pass through the filament, if this current is increased, the 

greater is the emission of electrons from the tip region. However a point is reached where the electron emission is at 

maximum and the current passing throught the filament cannot be further increased. This point is called saturation. 

Letting more current through the filament after this point does not increase electron emission. It adversly shortens the 

life of the filament, or may even damage it. The relationship can be seen in a graph of filament current against electron 

emission (or brightness). 

 

     Figure 3.2. Filament Saturation 
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3.3) Digital Multimeter: 
 
A multimeter or a multitester, also known as a VOM (Volt-Ohm meter), is an electronic device  that combines several 

measurement functionalties in one unit. A typical multimeter would include basic features such as the ability to 

measure voltage, current, and resistance. Digital multimeters (DMM) display the measured value in numerals 

A multimeter can be useful in fault finding and stability requirements, or a bench instrument/devices to a very high 

degree of preciseness. They are used to troubleshoot electrical problems in a wide array of industrial and laboratory 

devices such as electronic equipment, power supplies, and wiring systems. The Figure shows Agilent digital 

multimeter used in this project. 

 

                             
                                                Figure 3.3. Agilent DMM 3458A 

 
 

3.4) Function generator: 
A function generator is usually a piece of electronic test equipment used to generate different types of electrical 

waveforms over a wide range of frequencies. Example of few types of waveforms produced by the function generator 

are the sine, square, triangular and sawtooth shapes. Function generators has it’s utility in the development, testing and 

repair of electronic equipment. 

 

                                         
                                                

     Figure 3.4. Agilent 33220A Function Generator 

 
 

3.5) Digitizing: 
Digitizing or digitization is the representation of an object, image, sound, document or a signal (usually an analog 

signal) by a discrete set of its points or samples(Wikipedia), it is the process of converting a continuous analog signal 

into a series of discrete samples. Digitizing is of two types, namely discretization and quantization.  

 

Discritization is the process of reading of an analog signal at regular time intervals (frequency), sampling the value of 

the signal at a given point. Each of this reading is called a sample and may be considered to have infinite precision at 

this stage.  
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     Figure 3.5. Digitized Sine wave 

 
 
 

3.6) Sampling and sampling rate : 
 
In digital signal processing, sampling is the changing of a continuous signal to a discrete signal. One  example is the 

conversion of a sound wave (a continuous signal) to a sequence of samples (a discrete-time signal). 

 

                                         
 
     Figure3.6. Sampling 

 The figure shows typical signal sampling. The continuous signal is represented with a green colored line while the 

discrete samples are indicated by the blue vertical lines. 

 

 

 

The sampling rate, sample rate, or sampling frequency ( ) defines the number of samples per unit of time taken from 

a continuous signal to make a discrete signal. The unit for sampling rate is hertz (inverse seconds, 1/s, s
−1

), also known 

as sample per second.(wikipedia).Figure 3.6 shows the continous signal (green) with a sampled signal (blue) with a 

fixed sampling rate. 

 

 

3.7) Aliasing: 

In signal processing, aliasing refers to an effect that causes different signals to become indistinguishable (or aliases of 

one another) when sampled. It also refers to the distortion that results when the signal reconstructed from samples is 

different from the original continuous signal. In other words, the distortion due to an insufficiently high sample rate is 

known as aliasing. The process of sampling results in the periodic repetition of the original signal. If the  or the 

sample frequency is >2f, f being the measuring frequency, the original spectrum can be recovered which is not the 

case if <2f.  
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     Figure 3.7. Aliasing  

Aliasing distortion: In the figure  the signal is sampled at half the sample rate due to which high frequency aliases 

itself as low and vice versa. 

3.8) Sampling theorem: 
 
The Nyquist or Sampling Theorem states: 

―If a continuous, bandwidth-limited signal contains no frequency components higher than F, then the original signal 

can be recovered without distortion (aliasing) if it is sampled at a rate that is greater than 

2F samples per second‖.  

 

In practice, the multimeter’s sampling rate must be at least twice the highest frequency component of the signal being 

measured (measuring frequency). if a signal has an upper band limit of 100 Hz, a sampling frequency greater than 

200 Hz will avoid aliasing and would theoretically allow perfect reconstruction. 

 

                 >2fm 

 

 = Sampling frequency 

fm = Measuring frequency 

                                  

This theory is useful in selecting the sample frequency, once you know the measuring frequency, this has been put in 

to practice in the design of the system so that we have appropiate selection of sample frequency in order to recover the 

orignal signal via digitization  
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4) Noise Theories and Technique to Reduce Noise: 

4.1)Different Types of noise: 
Saeed v.vaseghi(2004) defines noise as unwanted signal that interfaces with the measurement of another signal. It is 

important for the noise measuremnt process to be aware of the different sources of noise and the componets of 

instrument to be able to minimize the noise. The reduction of noise for measurement process ensures accuracy and 

factual limits of any instrument. Noise interference may occur due to environmental sources or result from the 

properties or limitations of the system. For the current thesis, we only consider the noise sources caused by the 

properites or usage of the system. Presense of noise limits the accuracy of results in noise measurement system, 

therefore it is very important step to model the removal of noise. The 

main type of noise associated with the electronic devices, that are of our interest: 

 

1) Thermal Noise 

2) Shot  Noise 

3) Flicker Noise 

The major kinds of noise associated with electronic devices are thermal, shot, and flicker. 

 

4.1.1) THERMAL NOISE: 

Thermal noise is also referred as Johnson noise, is a type of electronic noise that is generated by random 

movements of thermally energised particles inside electric conducter, this happens irrespective of any applied voltage. 

The root mean square (RMS) voltage due to thermal noise , generated in a resistance R (ohms) over bandwidth Δf 

(hertz), is given by 

 

where kB is Boltzmann's constant (joules per kelvin) and T is the resistor's absolute temperature (kelvin). 

4.1.2) SHOT NOISE: 

 
Shot noise in electronic devices consists of unavoidable random statistical fluctuations of the electric current. These 

random fluctuations are caused when the current flows and are small enough to give rise to detectable statistical 

fluctuations in a measurement. 

 

The term shot noise come from the analysis of random variations in the emission of electron from the cathode of a 

vacuum tube. A stream of discrete packets in a current flow arrive at random times and therefore will cause 

fluctuations in the average particle flow. The fluctuation in the rate of arrival of  

Particle flow contribute to shot noise. 

 

The presence of shot noise is evident from the fact that phenomena such as light and electric current consist of the 

movement of discrete (also called quantized) 'packets'. Light, a stream of discrete photons—coming out of a laser 

pointer and hitting a wall to create a visible spot. The core concepts behind light emission are such that these photons 

are emitted from the laser at random times; but these photons needed to create a spot are so many that the brightness 

and number of photons per unit time changes only immeasurably with time. However, if the laser brightness is 

reduced in such a way that only a some of photons hit the wall every second, the relative fluctuations in number of 

photons, i.e., brightness, will be significant, These fluctuations are shot noise (wikipedia) 
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4.1.3) FLICKR NOISE: 

 
Flicker noise, also known as 1/f noise, is a signal or process with a frequency spectrum that falls off steadily into the 

higher frequencies. It takes place in almost every electronic device and results from a number of reasons, though 

always related to a direct current. It results from various reasons, such as crystal surface defects in semiconducter, 

impurities in conductive channel etc. Also, as flicker noise is related to direct current, it may be kept low if the level of 

direct current is kept low. 

 

4.2) Signal to noise ratio: 
 
Signal-to-noise ratio (often abbreviated SNR or S/N) is a measure that compares the level of a desired signal to the 

level of background noise. It is defined as the ratio of orignal signal strenght to the noise strenght. SNR is commonly 

quoted for electrical signals. 

Signal-to-noise ratio is often as defined as the ratio of power between a signal (meaningful information) and the 

background noise (unwanted signal): 

 
 

An alternative definition of SNR is as the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation, i.e., the ratio of mean to standard 

deviation of a signal or measurement. 

      

where is the signal mean or expected value and is the standard deviation of the noise 

4.3) Image Distrubances and their Causes: 
 
Joelguide explains that  the Image disturbances usually diverse in types, can be classified by the following 

expressions: 

1) Images that are lacking sharpness and contrast 

2) Images those are unstable 

3) Images with poor quality in general  

4) Images with noise 

5) Images showing rough edges 

6) Images that have unusual contrast 

7) Images those are distorted or deformed. 

 

The above-listed image disturbances, apart from defects in the instrument itself, are occasionally caused by the 

operator’s lack of experience, improper specimen preparation and external influences. Table 1 shows various image 

disturbances and their causes. 

 

Joel suggest that above listed distrubance can be attributed to cases such as the following: 

1) The mutual interaction between the specimen and the electron beam involves a problem. 

2) Selection of observation conditions and specimen preparation involve a problem. 

3) The instrument itself involves a problem. 
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    Figure 4.3. Image Disturbance and their causes 

 

4.4) Probe Current, Probe Diameter and Image Quality: 
 
Probe current or spot size is defined as the size of the beam cross section at the surface of the sample. This affects  

 

1) Resolution of the image  

2) Number of electrons generated from the sample 

 

A smaller objective lens aperture produces a smaller spot size. Also, a higher current through the condenser lens 

creates a smaller spot on the sample. It is therefore very important that the current source of electron beam (electron 

gun) and the lenses are very stable and the presence of noise which affects the image quality should not be tolerated. It 

is improtant to note that the type of noise we discussed earlier exist at some point in the system and cannont be fully 

eliminated. We want to establish a system which ensures optimum performance using the stability limits. 

 

In the SEM, the magnification and resolution is higher if there is small electron probe diameter on the specimen, 

however, the S/N ratio depends on the probe current which effects the image smoothness. The probe current and the 

probe diameter are in relation to each other, reducing the probe diameter would decrease the probe current, this means 

that probe current and probe diameter are directly proportional to each other. It is therefore necessary to select a probe 

current suited for the magnification and observation conditions.  
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 Figure4.1.1. Relation between probe current and probe         Figure4.1.2. Effect of probe current 

                      Diameter 

 

 

         
 
   Figure 4.1.3. The smaller the probe current, the sharper is the image, 

but the surface smoothness is lost. 
 

 

 

 

4.5) Stability Factors: 
 
There are different stability factors that can effect the image quality of an electron microscope, it may be because of 

acoustic distrubance or the electronic device noise. We are mainly interested in the later. Earlier, while explaining 

about the electron gun we esablistshed the importance of stability of electron gun and the condenser lenses current,  

voltage. Simlarly the need for ultra-stable power supplies for controlling the currents in magnetic lenses becomes one 

of the limiting factors. In electron optics magnetic lenses are used to refract and bend light rays 

for image formation. Magnetic force is used to change the direction of electrons in the same way that a lens changes 

the direction of light rays. Therefore one of the limiting factors of resolution in electron microscopy is variation of the 

current that creates the magnetic field. For systems, like magnetic lenses, the stability of the focusing properties is 

dependent on the stability of the current. Any minor changes in the current changes the focal length in the magnetic 

lens resulting in a decrease in resolution. With the advancement in lowering aberrations in electron microscopic lenses 

the need for higher stability in the lens current supplies becomes paramount 

 

For a magnetic lens, the focal length is related to current through the relation: 
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Where f = focal length, 

K = a constant, 

Vr = relativistic accelerating voltage, 

I = current 

N = number of turns in the excitation coil. 

 

The above equation shows that the focal length varies inversely with I
2
. Therefore, a fixed and stable focal length 

requires a stable current flowing through the magnetic lens. In order to see the importance of a stable current 

differentiate the equation: 

 

            
Rearranging the above equation we get: 

      
 

 

The equation above shows that stability of the focal length is directly proportional to the stability of the current which 

is responsible for setting up the magnetic field in the lens/coils. Thus, it is very important to have a highly stable 

current source for magnetic lens. 
 

4.6) Technique to reduce noise; Signal Averaging: 
There are many procedures to reduce noise however the statistical technique of signal averaging is often used for 

reducing noise for data acquisition systems. In signal processing, signal averaging is applied in the time domain. The 

purpose of this technique is to increase the strength of the signal relative to the noise. This is done by averaging set of 

replicate measurements yielding increase in S/N ratio. 

 

Signal averaging increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Suppose the noisy signal v(k) is sampled every T s  
 

 
 

vs(k) being the desired periodic signal and vnoise(k) the unwanted noise.  
 

 

 

If N partitions are composed, the averaged signal becomes 
 

 
 

 

If the partitions are perfectly aligned and the signal is truly periodic, the desired signal adds 

up: 
 

 
 

 

However, for Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard deviation σn (which also equals 
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its rms value), we obtain 
 

 
 
 

Taking the ratio of  above equation, we can find the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after averaging N 

partitions: 

 

 
 

Thus, we get an  improvement in the SNR. 
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5) Design of the Noise Measurement System: 
 
The main idea of this thesis is to build a synchronous noise measurement system, using a single multimeter, the 

measurement process is affected by the presence of noise that hinders the measurement process. Although digital 

multimeter DMM 3458a is used world over as the standard in high performance and high accuracy, using one 

multimeter for high stability requriements does not give us the right picture, as there is noise present in the input of the 

multimeter, not to mention the noise interference in the electron gun, power supply and the condenser lenses needs to 

measured accuratly and there is very slight margin for error. If the stablility requirements are effected, the noise 

disturbance can effect the whole imaging process of the microscope. It is to be noted, there is actually some benefit to 

having system noise in the first place. Noise added to a signal going into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) can 

actually increase the resolution of the converter beyond the number of bits of resolution it provides. 

 

Using the signal averaging technique, the idea was to a devise a setup using  multiple multimeter which can enable us 

to  do synchrnous measurements, based on the same time stamp. This would result in a high S/n ratio as compared to 

using single multimeter which would result in low S/n ratio (later shown in the evaluation section). A data aquisition 

part (software) which enables us to manipulate the setup for the instruement and get the readings. Once the date has 

been collected we transfer the data in matlab to analyze with signal avergaing algorithm design. 

 

 

                      
 

                                            Figure 5.1. Setup for noise measurement System. 

 
For the current system design we used four digital multimeter and a function generator, bnc cables and four GPIB bus. 

The purpose of four GPIB is due to the protocol and data limitation of GPIB. After understanding working of the 

instrument, data aqusition was initially done to check the data rates and accuracy of data using one instrument. It was 

established as a requirement from the user that 1000/s per instrument is the maximum date rate we want to achieve. 

The reason for putting a limit on the data rate was because usually noise measurements are done slow in order to avoid 

noise as the instruement has longer integration time and you do not produce higher data rate. For somecases you might 

need to go higher data rate but that can produce more noise in the system and effect the synchronization process 

therefore it is generally avoided. 

 

One important step of the measurement process was the continous readings generations. So that once the insturment 

(multimeter) is triggered it starts the reading continuously and the readings go on basis of the sample rate adjusted. 

The reason behind the using continuous reading generation is the fact that we want to achieve signal averging over 

time measurements. If we lose some data points it will effect the averging process which would directly effect the 

noise measurement results. So it is very important that once the multimeter is triggered, multimeter produce digitized 

points continously. We achieved this by using a function generator. Function generator triggers the multimeter to 

produce continouse measurements.  We used external source to trigger the multimeter beacause of limiting 

specifications of the multimeter. 

 
Bnc cables were used to connect function generator and the multimeters togather, there was one multimeter which was 

directly connected to the function generator and the rest of the multimeter were connected with each other. Function 

GPIB 

GPIB 

GPIB 

GPIB 

Bnc 

cable 
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triggers 

triggers 

Generate 

Trasnfer 

Via  GPIB 

generator was connected to the back pannel (Trig Ext) , while bnc cable was connected from Trig Extout to Trig Ext 

of the other multimeter and this pattern was repeated. The purpose of this arrangement was to have a single trigger 

source ,which triggers the four instrument on the same timestamp so that the readings are in synchron and continous. 

After making sure the readings are synchronized the next step included a data acquisition unit, a software system 

which enable readings from the instrument via GPIB bus in a synchron manner. For this purpose a multithreaded 

application was built to read in the data points on the same time stamp, this was also an important system for the data 

acquisition to be accurate , it was of very vital importance that readings are read by the software system were on the 

same time stamp (synchron). The read/write process does not affect/slows down the measurement process. Writing  

results to csv was done at the same time reading was done so that for readings that take longer period of time user may 

be able to check results in between. 

 
For the validity of results, data from csv file is imported to matlab and using averaging technqiue, RMS noise is 

calculated. In the later secion of evaluation it has been shown by multiple tests that show that RMS noise is reduced 

by using four instrument as compared to using single instrument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              Figure 5.2.  Shows the flow of the system. 
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6) Evaluation of Noise Measurement System: 
 
The noise measurement system remains to be tested in practical laboratory setting. There is no test on the efficacy of 

the imaging or original microscope using this system. However, we are able to demonstrate different attributes of this 

system.  In the first section black box testing and white box testing is done. This is classified as approach that 

corresponds to Hevner et al’s (2004) evaluation method. In the second section of this chapter we discuss the utility of 

the system by showing synchronous measurements and noise reduction of data by averaging, these two steps were 

very important for evaluation as the whole accuracy of system depended on these two criteria. We classify these as 

experimental and scenario based evaluation as presented by Hevner et al (2004). 

 

6.1) Testing: 
Testing is very important to check the efficacy and utility of the system, depending on the nature of testing, it can lead 

to various useful facts about bugs and related issues with the system. It is therefore very important check for different 

measures that can impact the consistancy and accuracy of the system. Through out the development phase, the system 

was put under various tests, there was lot of non-symmetric testing done with the development of system. Test cases 

were developed keeping in mind the important pathways of the system, functionality and usability. The test cases that 

were established with the mutal interest of end user at the end of system of development  were: 

 

6.1.1) TEST-CASE: ALL SETUPS ARE DONE CORRECTLY FOR THE INSTRUMENT: 

 
To understand that all setup was done correctly for the instrument we need to understand how the program flow takes 

place and how the setup are manipulated with different setting on the interface. 
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The above figure show the different pathways user can choose from interface for each of the above scenario. For this, 

the DMM 3458a was adjusted and checked for the setup. This was checked using Agilent IO suite which give a utility 

to see the commands on a particular timestamps as they are sent to the instrument. Moreover, there was also manual 

checking of the setups by manipulating options from the front panel of the multimeter. After 10 tests it was concluded 

that all setups were done correctly from the program. 

  
 

6.1.2) TEST-CASE: CHECK IF EXACT NUMBERS OF DATA POINTS ARE GENERATED FOR CERTAIN 
DURATION OF TIME IN A CONTINUOUS MANNER AND POINTS ARE NOT SKIPPED: 

 
The test was taken to understand if there is any point skipping while taking measurements. The importance of this test 

can be understood from the fact that averaging on data with skipping values would produce undesired results 

Thus before reaching synchronization with the acquired data points, it was checked with 20-30 tests across different 

sample rate and duration that we get the right number of points each time.  

 

Number of points generated was calculated by : No of points = Duration/Sample Rate in Seconds, for example if we 

sample at the rate of 100 ms for a duration of 100 seconds, number of points generated will be 1000, This is the exact 

number of points generated after test.  Few test results are shown below: 

 
 

Duration(s) Sample Rate (s)  No of points generated 

100  0.1 1000 

10 0.1 100 

1 0.001 1000 

60 0.001 60000 
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               Figure shows 100 points generated as a result of duration of 10 seconds and sample rate 
                                                of 100 milliseconds 
 
 

%  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:100ms,AZERO 
OFF,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:0.001,Signal Name: 
 
%  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:100ms,AZERO 
OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.001,Signal Name: 
 
%  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:100ms,AZERO 
OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.001,Signal Name: 
 
%  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:100ms,AZERO 
OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.001,Signal Name: 

1) -0,00664506782198;-0,00664722903048;-0,00664509727456;-0,00663459468707 
2) -0,00665686031146;-0,00665608020096;-0,00665679638948;-0,0066435321743 
3) -0,00666865280094;-0,0066826337124;-0,00668311939805;-0,00666438631117 
4) -0,00669813402464;-0,0066973856632;-0,00670359284916;-0,00669417793527 
5) -0,00668339341279;-0,0066826337124;-0,00668311939805;-0,0066733237984 
6) -0,00668928965753;-0,00670033605336;-0,00669189373424;-0,00667630296081 
7) -0,0067217190036;-0,00672098878448;-0,00672114152154;-0,00670907374732 
8) -0,00673940773782;-0,00675344307624;-0,00674161497265;-0,00673588620901 
9) -0,00671582275886;-0,00671508800416;-0,00671821674281;-0,00669417793527 
10) -0,0067217190036;-0,00672983995496;-0,006726991079;-0,00671801123455 
11) -0,00674235586019;-0,00674459190576;-0,00674746453011;-0,00672694872178 
12) -0,00678362957337;-0,00679179814832;-0,00678841143233;-0,00677759448275 
13) -0,00678657769574;-0,00678884775816;-0,00679133621106;-0,00678355280757 
14) -0,00680721455233;-0,00680950048928;-0,00680888488344;-0,0067924902948 
15) -0,006780681451;-0,00678884775816;-0,00678841143233;-0,00677163615793 
16) -0,00682195516418;-0,00682720283024;-0,00682935833455;-0,00681036526926 
17) -0,00682195516418;-0,0068301532204;-0,00682058399836;-0,00681334443167 
18) -0,00679542206285;-0,00680655009912;-0,00680303532598;-0,00678951113239 
19) -0,00679542206285;-0,00680950048928;-0,00680888488344;-0,00679546945721 
20) -0,00683374765366;-0,00683605400072;-0,00683228311328;-0,00682526108131 
21) -0,00684554014314;-0,00684785556136;-0,00684983178566;-0,00683419856854 
22) -0,00682490328655;-0,00683310361056;-0,00683228311328;-0,00682824024372 
23) -0,00686617699973;-0,00686850829248;-0,00686738045804;-0,006852073543 
24) -0,00686028075499;-0,00686850829248;-0,0068732300155;-0,00684909438059 
25) -0,00685438451025;-0,00686555790232;-0,00686445567931;-0,00684909438059 
26) -0,00686028075499;-0,00687145868264;-0,00686738045804;-0,00685505270541 
27) -0,00686028075499;-0,0068744090728;-0,00687030523677;-0,006852073543 
28) -0,00687796948921;-0,00688621063344;-0,00688492913042;-0,00687590684228 
29) -0,00687207324447;-0,00687145868264;-0,00688200435169;-0,00686101103023 
30) -0,00685438451025;-0,00685375634168;-0,00685275656439;-0,00684611521818 
31) -0,00685143638788;-0,00687145868264;-0,00687030523677;-0,006852073543 
32) -0,00684554014314;-0,00684785556136;-0,00684690700693;-0,00683121940613 
33) -0,0068691251221;-0,00687145868264;-0,00685860612185;-0,00686399019264 
34) -0,00687207324447;-0,006859657122;-0,00687030523677;-0,00685803186782 
35) -0,00686028075499;-0,00686260751216;-0,00685860612185;-0,006852073543 
36) -0,0068691251221;-0,00688030985312;-0,00687615479423;-0,00686399019264 
37) -0,00688976197869;-0,0068891610236;-0,00689662824534;-0,0068818651671 
38) -0,00685438451025;-0,00685670673184;-0,00686153090058;-0,00684015689336 
39) -0,00683669577603;-0,0068301532204;-0,00684105744947;-0,00683121940613 
40) -0,00685733263262;-0,006859657122;-0,00684983178566;-0,00684313605577 
41) -0,00687502136684;-0,00688030985312;-0,00687615479423;-0,00686696935505 
42) -0,00686322887736;-0,00686850829248;-0,00687030523677;-0,00685505270541 
43) -0,00685143638788;-0,00685375634168;-0,00684690700693;-0,00684015689336 
44) -0,00684554014314;-0,00685375634168;-0,00685568134312;-0,00683717773095 
45) -0,00686617699973;-0,00686850829248;-0,00686738045804;-0,00685803186782 
46) -0,00683079953129;-0,00683900439088;-0,00683520789201;-0,00682526108131 
47) -0,00683079953129;-0,00683900439088;-0,00683520789201;-0,00682526108131 
48) -0,00682785140892;-0,00683310361056;-0,00683228311328;-0,00682526108131 
49) -0,00683079953129;-0,00684195478104;-0,00684105744947;-0,00683121940613 
50) -0,00684259202077;-0,00684785556136;-0,0068439822282;-0,00683121940613 
51) -0,0068101626747;-0,00682720283024;-0,00682058399836;-0,00680738610685 
52) -0,00680426642996;-0,00680655009912;-0,00679718576852;-0,00678951113239 
53) -0,00678952581811;-0,00679179814832;-0,00679718576852;-0,00678951113239 
54) -0,00677183708389;-0,00677704619752;-0,00678256187487;-0,00676567783311 
55) -0,00676888896152;-0,00677409580736;-0,00677963709614;-0,00675971950829 
56) -0,00676888896152;-0,00676524463688;-0,00676501320249;-0,00675376118347 
57) -0,0067512002273;-0,00675049268608;-0,0067562388663;-0,00674780285865 
58) -0,00673351149308;-0,00674754229592;-0,00674161497265;-0,00672694872178 
59) -0,0067217190036;-0,00672983995496;-0,00672406630027;-0,00672099039696 
60) -0,00674235586019;-0,00673574073528;-0,00674161497265;-0,00672099039696 
61) -0,00674530398256;-0,00675049268608;-0,00674453975138;-0,0067329070466 
62) -0,00675414834967;-0,0067416415156;-0,00674453975138;-0,00673588620901 
63) -0,00671877088123;-0,00673279034512;-0,006726991079;-0,00672099039696 
64) -0,00674825210493;-0,00674754229592;-0,00674161497265;-0,00673588620901 
65) -0,00671287463649;-0,0067268895648;-0,00672406630027;-0,00672099039696 
66) -0,0066922377799;-0,00670033605336;-0,00669481851297;-0,00668524044804 
67) -0,00672466712597;-0,00673279034512;-0,00672991585773;-0,00671801123455 
68) -0,00673940773782;-0,00674459190576;-0,00673576541519;-0,0067329070466 
69) -0,00674235586019;-0,0067416415156;-0,00674161497265;-0,00672694872178 
70) -0,00673056337071;-0,00672983995496;-0,00673576541519;-0,00672694872178 
71) -0,00676004459441;-0,00675934385656;-0,00675916364503;-0,00674184453383 
72) -0,00674825210493;-0,00674754229592;-0,00674161497265;-0,00674184453383 
73) -0,00673940773782;-0,0067416415156;-0,00674161497265;-0,0067329070466 
74) -0,00675414834967;-0,00676229424672;-0,00676793798122;-0,00674482369624 
75) -0,00678362957337;-0,00678294697784;-0,00678841143233;-0,00677461532034 
76) -0,00676004459441;-0,00676524463688;-0,00675916364503;-0,00675078202106 
77) -0,00676004459441;-0,0067711454172;-0,00676793798122;-0,00675971950829 
78) -0,00676888896152;-0,0067711454172;-0,00677671231741;-0,00675971950829 
79) -0,00678362957337;-0,00678884775816;-0,00678841143233;-0,00677461532034 
80) -0,00678952581811;-0,00679769892864;-0,00679426098979;-0,00678355280757 
81) -0,00679542206285;-0,00679474853848;-0,00679426098979;-0,00678355280757 
82) -0,006780681451;-0,00678884775816;-0,00679426098979;-0,00678057364516 
83) -0,00678362957337;-0,00679179814832;-0,00679426098979;-0,00677461532034 
84) -0,00676594083915;-0,00677704619752;-0,00677671231741;-0,00676567783311 
85) -0,00679542206285;-0,0068006493188;-0,00680303532598;-0,0067924902948 
86) -0,00678657769574;-0,00679179814832;-0,00677963709614;-0,00677461532034 
87) -0,00682195516418;-0,00682720283024;-0,00682643355582;-0,0068222819189 
88) -0,00681605891944;-0,0068301532204;-0,00682058399836;-0,00681632359408 
89) -0,00683374765366;-0,00683900439088;-0,0068439822282;-0,00684015689336 
90) -0,00681900704181;-0,00682130204992;-0,0068147344409;-0,00681632359408 
91) -0,0068396438984;-0,00684195478104;-0,00684105744947;-0,00683419856854 
92) -0,00684554014314;-0,00685670673184;-0,00684690700693;-0,00684313605577 
93) -0,00681311079707;-0,00681835165976;-0,00682058399836;-0,00680738610685 
94) -0,00679542206285;-0,00680359970896;-0,00680303532598;-0,00678951113239 
95) -0,00683079953129;-0,00683900439088;-0,00683520789201;-0,00682824024372 
96) -0,00683669577603;-0,00684195478104;-0,00684105744947;-0,00683717773095 
97) -0,00682195516418;-0,00683605400072;-0,00682935833455;-0,0068222819189 
98) -0,00683669577603;-0,00685375634168;-0,00684690700693;-0,00683419856854 
99) -0,00684259202077;-0,00684785556136;-0,00685275656439;-0,00683717773095 
100) -0,00686028075499;-0,00686555790232;-0,00686445567931;-0,006852073543 
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6.2) Evaluation based on Scenario: 
 
Scenarios are very important to understand the utility of the artifact. Requirement for evaluation was based on consent 

of the end-users. It was established through discussion about the working of software that two evaluation need to be 

carried out in order to understand the accuracy of the system 

 

1) Scenario based evaluation for synchronous measurements 

2) Scenario based evaluation for noise measurements  

 
 
 

6.2.1) SCENARIO BASED EVALUATION FOR SYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENTS: 

 
Scenario based evaluation is based on the idea that synchronous measurements are necessary to analyze averaging of 

the measurements. It is therefore important that the measurements are continuously timed. For the evaluation purpose 

20-30 tests experiments were carried out with different sample time and duration to check for synchronous 

measurements. User started  the system by choosing the digitizing method (DCV) Or (DCI) and select the necessary 

parameters, which includes specification of Aper and Sampletime. Once the setup was done on the interface, 

Measurements were started, this triggered the function generator which selected the sampling frequency. After setting 

the parameter for function generator all multimeters were triggered at the same time. This was made sure using 

TPL(task processing libarary) to run four parallel task. This evaluation was done on the basis of data gathered from 

these experiments,  experiments were done sample rate of 1kh,2khz,3khz,4khz with 10 iterations for each test. It was 

seen by the plot function of matlab that synchronization was not lost at 1khz sample rate but at higher sample rate 

points were lost which as result effected the synchronization process. 

 

Example of Synchronization test:  

 

Duration of Experiment: 70 hours 

Setup: 

DMM1 :Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:0.1s,AZERO  

OFF,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:200µs 

DMM2: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:0.1s,AZERO 

OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:200µs 

DMM3: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:0.1s,AZERO 

OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:200µs 

DMM4: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:0.1s,AZERO 

OFF,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:200µs 
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a) Synchronization Test, Plot at ending points 
 

 
 

  
b) Synchronization Test, Plot at mid points 
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c) Synchronization Test, Plot at mid points 
 
 
The Above three plots show the synchronization test. Figure (a,b,c) shows that the data for four instrument is 

synchronized. It was seen by the plot function of matlab that synchronization was not lost at 1khz sample rate. 

 

 

6.2.2) SCENARIO BASED EVALUATION FOR NOISE MEASUREMENTS:  

 
The evaluation for noise measurement is done to prove that noise is actually reduced by using multiple digital 

multimeter (four in our case), by the theory of signal averaging. The technique used for this evaluation is also based 

on 20-30 tests experiments that were carried out to gather synchronous data and analyzing it in matlab, it was later 

processed through the averaging algorithm to see the changes in RMS values, by series of experiments and data 

collected it was shown that RMS was reduced by a factor of 10 using multiple instruments. 

 
Overnight test 16 hours: 

Subset reading (9500) plot 

SampleTime:1s,AZERO ON ,Aper:0.20 

 
a) Reducing noise test(16 hours) 
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RMS DMM1 is equal to 4.863313e-007 

RMS DMM2 is equal to 4.975407e-007 

RMS DMM3 is equal to 5.298891e-007 

RMS DMM4 is equal to 5.640488e-007 

RMS is equal to 3.267470e-007 

 

The above plot show square wave of multiple colors. Purple, teal, red and green show the data plot of four different 

multimeter. It is important to note here that these plot are well synchronized for us to apply the averaging algorithm. 

The blue plot on the top is actually the output of averaging algorithm which shows a reduction in noise. This noise 

reduction in terms of RMS( root mean square)  is given for each multimeter. Using the averaging technique, RMS 

noise was reduced by a factor of 10. This is a significant reduction for precise noise measurements. 

 

 

Duration 100 Seconds: 

Setups: 

DMM1:Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:0.2ms 

DMM2: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.2ms  

DMM3: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.2ms  

DMM4:Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.2ms 

 

 
     

B) Reducing noise test(100 Seconds) 
 

 

RMS DMM1 is equal to 2.429942e-005 

RMS DMM2 is equal to 2.401685e-005 

RMS DMM3 is equal to 2.446865e-005 

RMS DMM4 is equal to 2.418751e-005 

RMS is equal to 1.328456e-005 

 

The above plot shows a 100 second experiment, listed below the duration are setups done on DMM 3458A. These 

setups are necessary in order to set the sample rate and  other options which are required to bring multiple DMM in 

synchronization. Above Figure shows square wave of multiple colors. Purple, teal, red and green show the data plot of 

four different multimeter. The blue plot on the top is actually the output of averaging algorithm which shows a 

reduction in noise. The result of this experiment also conclude the importance of signal averaging as we are able to see 

RMS reduction by a factor of 10 
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I have put three tests of RMS noise reduction by signal averaging below.  For the last two tests I have selected a much 

longer duration for the experiment exceeding 1 and 2 hours. The purpose of long duration experiment is to analyze the 

effect of noise over period of time. It is very important that minimum noise takes part even in case of long 

measurements as most of the noise tests are slow measurement test. It is clear for the gathered RMS data that even 

after duration of 1 or two hours average RMS is less than the individual RMS of each instrument. 

 

Duration 100 Seconds:  

Setups: 

 

DMM1: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO  

ON,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:20ms  

DMM2:   Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:20ms 

DMM3: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:20ms 

DMM4:  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:200ms,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:20ms 

 
 

 

C) Reducing noise test(100 Seconds) 
 

 

RMS DMM1 is equal to 6.652605e-007 

RMS DMM2 is equal to 7.657218e-007 

RMS DMM3 is equal to 7.041173e-007 

RMS DMM4 is equal to 6.803619e-007 

RMS is equal to 3.978293e-007 

 

Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes (approx.) 

Setups: 

DMM1:  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:0.20 

DMM2:  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20 

DMM3:  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20 

DMM4:  Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20 
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D) Reducing noise test(1 hour 30 minutes) 
 

 

 

RMS DMM1 is equal to 5.795677e-007 

RMS DMM2 is equal to 5.052319e-007 

RMS DMM3 is equal to 4.933147e-007 

RMS DMM4 is equal to 5.773380e-007 

RMS is equal to 3.642425e-007 
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Duration: 2 hour 30 minutes (approx.) 

DMM1: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10GΩ,Aper:0.20 

DMM2: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20 

DMM3: Function: DC Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO 

ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20  DMM4: Function: DC  

Voltage,Range:10V,LineSyncroization:No,SampleTime:1s,AZERO ON,FixedZ_10MΩ,Aper:0.20  

 

 
 

 

E) Reducing noise test(2 hour 30 minutes) 
 

RMS DMM1 is equal to 4.863313e-007 

RMS DMM2 is equal to 4.975407e-007 

RMS DMM3 is equal to 5.298891e-007 

RMS DMM4 is equal to 5.640488e-007 

RMS is equal to 3.267470e-007 
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7) Concluding discussion:  
 

Hevner et al. (2004) presents a conceptual framework to position and compare the paradigm of behavioral science and 

design science. Hevner explains that IS research is composed organizational business needs which is positioned 

relative to existing technology infrastructure and development capabilities and in order to achieve research relevance 

for business needs, research activities need to be conducted. Hevner explains that two paradigm of IS research (Design 

Science and Behavioral Science)  help in research through development of justification of theories that explain the 

phenomena related to the identified business need and creating/evaluating artifacts designed to meet those business 

needs. In short purpose of behavioral science is to seek truth and the purpose of design science is to provide utility by 

creating new and innovative artifacts. 

 

Using the underlying theory of information system and conceptual framework proposed by Hevner The current thesis 

focus on the research in noise measurement and provided justification of the theories and explained the real world 

problem in term of user needs. I started by identifying the user needs and designing a noise measurement system based 

on these theories/ background knowledge. I created/ evaluated the system using certain techniques mentioned by 

Hevner DSR framework. The result was an artefact in the form of a noise measurement system that provided 

implementation and design of noise measurement system. 

 

Using DSR framework (Hevner,2004) , the goal is to seek an extension to the boundaries of human and organizational 

capabilities by finding solutions to new problems and creating new and innovative artifacts. In this thesis we do so by 

presenting a design and implementation of a noise measurement system. We have gathered information for knowledge 

base from previous facts, research, theories and meetings with stake-holder. We presented the design of the noise 

measurement system as well as justify it by testing and scenario based evaluation as proposed by Hevner(2004). Using 

the DSR methodology by Hevner we provide the degree of innovation in our work by highlighting high stability 

requirement for electron microscope power supply, lenses and electron gun and proposing a design artifact to achieve 

high precision synchronous measurements. We have shown this by evaluation of continuous timed measurements 

which are synchronized and results presented of few test which show reduction of RMS value by a factor of 10. This 

reduction in RMS values support the idea behind synchronous data acquisition using four multimeter instead of one. 

 

Regarding the research implications for noise measurement system, we came with the conclusion that there are a 

number of research papers that highlight the importance of noise measurement with respect to electron microscope 

design. We find it hard to find design contribution of artifacts that present noise measurement system using multiple 

multimeters. There are number of noise reduction techniques in theory but for current scope we only focused on the 

averaging technique to reduce noise. Our work can be described as design proposition for noise measurements to 

problem described by Joel guide and Maryam. 

 

 

7.1) Future Work  
 

This research work has opened possibilities for future work. We believe that there is possibility of work for the 

improvement and exploration of design artifacts for noise measurement system. We came to the conclusion of thesis 

report by discussing some future possibilities of improvement: 

 

1) Explore Increased Reading Rate: 

The current system has a limit of 1000 readings per second that can be read via GPIB for measurement 

purpose. One work could be to explore the possibility of using higher data rate, going accross this limit so that 

it does not hinders the synchronous results. 

 

2) System for noise measurements: 

Although this thesis only used DMM 3458a, but software was built, keeping in mind that more instruments 

can be added in future  

3)  GUI improvement: 

Inclusion of real-time plot for the data gathered from four instruments 

4) Check data with other noise filters 

One important step for future work would be to check the data collected with different noise filters using 

Matlab. 
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9) Appendix 
       DMM : Digital multimeter 

       SEM : Scanning electron microscope 

       RMS : Root Mean Square 

       SNR : Signal to noise ratio 

        


